Additional Stone Looks

**AMALFI STONE**

- Crema Vassali
- Bianco Sorda
- Nocce Domenica

- 3"x12" Bullnose
- Square Mosaic
- 12"x12" (2"x2")
- DECORATIVE

**BURANO**

- Bianca Velastra
- Sabbia Mezzo
- Grigio Bellevoce
- Nocce Trento

- 12"x12" (2"x2")
- Bricklay Mosaic
- 3"x12" Bullnose

**CATALINA**

- Pebble
- Shell
- Sandbar

- 12"x24" (4"x4")
- Square Mosaic
- 12"x12" (4"x4")

**CONTessa**

- Facer
- Pearl
- Canne

- 12"x24" (4"x4")
- Bricklay Mosaic
- 3"x12" Bullnose

**CONTOUR**

- Calacatta
- Zebra

- 12"x24" (4"x4")
- Square Mosaic
- 12"x12" (4"x4")

**LAKEmONT**

- White
- Gray
- Beige

- 12"x24" (4"x4")
- Bricklay Mosaic
- 3"x12" Bullnose

**CRESCENT**

- Capri Grance
- Spectator
- Villa Cara
- Fogo Island

- 12"x24" (4"x4")
- Square Mosaic
- 12"x12" (4"x4")

**ELYSIum**

- Frostine
- Calały Beige
- Silver Moon
- Deep Space

- 12"x24" (4"x4")
- Square Mosaic
- 12"x12" (4"x4")

**ENCIERRO**

- Terra Maxo
- Tekerto
- Hemmenko
- All Colors*

- 12"x24" (4"x4")
- Square Mosaic
- 12"x12" (4"x4")

All three colors can be installed together for a very unique decoration. Application through novel ink and individual color to the continuous design range of individual colors and mosaics for a unique and rich blend as shown in the image. 90%, 70%, and 50% mixes are recommended percentages as color and design variation. Please be sure to order enough to accommodate the range of material of the individual colors. When doing so, together for a very unique decoration. Application through novel ink and individual color to the continuous design range of individual colors and mosaics for a unique and rich blend as shown in the image.
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